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INTRODUCTION
Out of the many aspects
operations
positive

management

financial

between

businesses

have revealed

effect

associates.

All benefits

interactions

are passed

to me, none have had the
impact

on interactions

Data Interchange

(EDI).

Not

instead

and efficiencies

benefits

and services

can also look forward

partners

of

of business

of improved

business

on to the final judge - the customer.

to the internal

transactions

of

the paper chase that is characteristic

but it has created

addition

that my studies

and cooperative

as Electronic

only has EDI reduced
business

of business

of increased

and decreased

to increased

efficiency

response

revenues,

time,

thanks

In

of

EDI users

to satisfied

customers.
Since business
has piled

great amount

effectively

of information

comes

and efficiently.

computer.
becomes

ideally

was set

another

means

Traditionally,

documents

entering

only once.

data input.

of computers

computers

have been

into

of one company's
Fully utilizing

in decreasing

information

the

on paper and

only to be entered
percent

of

this information

that are printed

parties,

company's

and reams

is not the problem;

and transmitting

In fact, seventy

speed and capabilities
activities

that would take reams

in exchanging

sent out to the appropriate

output

When the computer

this information

used to store and create

another

have been kept and data

desk, disks and hard drives were used to store a

Now, storing

challenge

records

up over a few short years.

on everyone's

paper.

has started,

data
the

non-value-added

as few times as possible,

Electronic
exchange

Data Interchange

of business

documentation

processable

form.

information

to others

In the highly

decreases

reengineering

opportunity

to accomplish

business

at a moment's

environment,

companies

and quality

where

notice.

time is of

to cut out many unnecessary
and improves

measures.

EDI acts as an

large and small companies

to exchange

machine-

users to use and transmit

the need for paper,

efforts

by giving

in a structured

in the data network

EDI allows

activities,

equalizer

EDI allows

competitive

the essence,

is the interorganizational

information

alike the

and to work on the same level

the same goal - to minimize

non-value-added

activities.

WHAT IS EDI?
Before
Margaret

discussing

A. Emmelhainz

facsimile

distinguishes

(fax), Electronic-Mail

transmission

is the movement

over telephone
structured
receives

what EDI is, I will cover what

channels.

format,

effect

retrieved

and read.

communicate

and EDI.

of a digitized

nor is it processed

or action

Facsimile

image of a document

upon receipt.

of the data's

receipt,

The sender

but no

is taken until the data is manually

Data received

order to be processed.
communication,

(E-Mail),

between

The data is not in a standard,

an acknowledgement

immediate

the difference

EDI is not.

Electronic

via the computer.

via fax must be rekeyed
mail enables
In contrast,

with each other directly

2

with EDI.

in

person-to-person
computers
Also,

the

information

is unstructured

(Emmelhainz,

14).

communication,
computer.

Orders

to EDI because

entered

Neither

of the direct

throughout

departments

that are

involved--the

warehouse,

factory,

and accounting

This popularity

evident in the over
companies

form;

into the

the vendor's

departments.

machine-processable

to

are transmitted

shipping, billing

of

machine-processable.

are flocking

computer

exchange

from both fax and E-Mail.

or independently

Many companies

computer

in a structured,

that are missing

are structured

to be processed

EDI is the interorganizational

business documentation
components

and must be rekeyed

is

37,000

with EDI capability

"I said 50 cases not 15!"

in

EDI, spread the word!

early 1993

(Symonds,

various departments
Paper invoices

different

This immediate

involved

transaction

saves time in getting

are not shuffled

while the customer
In order

89).

to the

orders

filled.

about and left to sit on desks

waits.

for different

transmissions,

computers

standards

to understand

must be put into place.

formatting

standards

ask the following

-What

documents

can be communicated

-What information
document?

questions:

is to be included

-What

sequence

should

-What

form of information

electronically?
in each electronic

the information

follow?

should be used?
3

and receive
EDI

-What is the meaning of individual
Compliance to these standards

pieces of information?

is imperative.

since EDI, in its

purest form, processes

without human rekeying,

must be in a standard,

readable

every transaction

(Emmelhainz,

the information

and understandable
15).

Two types of EDI are door-

to-door EDI and application-to-application

EDI.

Door-to-door

is not true EDI, but it does offer time benefits
to get started.
The receiver

format for

and a good way

The sender submits an electronic

prints it out and manually

Although the receiver

EDI

transmission.

enters the data.

treats and handles the information

were mailed or called in, the sender benefits

as if it

from cutting

out

the lag time of mailing the information

and from the certainty

that the information

Application-to-

application

or order arrived.

EDI describes

true EDI, in its most effective

form.

As data is being entered into the buyer's

computer,

the data is

instantaneously

computer,

and actions

are executed

entered

into the seller's

because of the transmission,

is processed,

inventory

e.g., an order request

status is checked.

of data between applications

This electronic

is called bridging

flow

(Emmelhainz,

5-

6).
EDI allows for flexibility,
involvement

in that the levels of

are not all or nothing.

transmit one or two different
trading partners.

The first level uses EDI to

documents

to a limited number of

At this level, the transmissions

by only one department
door EDI transactions.

are handled

in the company and are handled

as door-to-

The second level uses EDI to send and
4

receive numerous

documents,

and to connect and communicate

large number of trading partners.
involved in the electronic

Multiple

transmissions.

departments

modified to optimize
19-20).

industry to take advantage
organization

and procedures

Applications

between

are

(Emmelhainz,

levels is encouraging

of the benefits

and for its suppliers

are

of all departments

the use of EDI in all functions

This flexibility

are

The third level

engages EDI in all levels of the organization.
bridged, and the operations

with a

the

of EDI, both for the

and customers.

WHO USES EDI?

EDI can be used as a tool for any sized company with a few
or many partners.

EDI is especially

exhibits the following

appropriate

if the company

attributes:

Handles a large volume of repetitive
daily orders, billing notices.

standard actions,

e.g.

Operates on a very tight margin, where a few cents add up
quickly and can make a substantial difference in operating
costs.
Faces strong competition requiring significant
improvements, e.g. u.s. automakers.

productivity

Operates in a time-sensitive environment, for example,
working with perishable, high-fashion or trendy items.
Has received

requests

from trading partners

(Emmelhainz,

19).

One organization
characteristics

that encompasses

is the Securities

many of the above

and Exchange

Commission

(SEC).

The SEC created the EDGAR system, Electronic

Data Gathering,

Analysis and Retrieval

to file financial

system, for companies
5

electronically.
industrial
'their financial

Beginning

and investment

in April,

1994, the SEC will

management

companies

reports through the EDGAR system.

reporting by all SEC registrants

through

to file

If successful,

EDGAR will take place by

mid-1996 (Button, 16).
In the transportation

industry,

one of the first to do so.

EDI is used industry-wide,

The common architecture

that unite an industry were first developed
transportation.

The rail industry

EDI, with Railinc,
transactions
parties.

is the most advanced user of

among rail companies,

messages, tracing

in the

which acts as a third-party

The primary transaction
information

essential information

and standards

network to handle

as well as with non-rail
is to transmit

and expected

to production

location

time of arrival,

line scheduling.

all

As an

executive at Conrail said, " one day, all shipper-carrier
transactions
communication

could be conducted
to EDI".

and differently

electronically,

The trucking

industry utilizes

than the rail industry.

largely customer-driven.

reducing

Trucking

EDI less

involvement

EDI serves to make partners,

together to develop and maintain
shippers through commitment,

long-term

cooperation,

all

is

working

relationships

with

trust and communication

(Emmelhainz, 42-44).
Ocean forwarders
and is encouraged

use EDI to improve productivity

by shippers.

Brokers and forwarders

see the flow of cargo through EDI communications
various transportation

modes.

ACES, Automated
6

and service
hope to

with all of the
Cargo Expediting

System, was developed

to speed transaction

It has significantly
lengthy delays

improved

formerly

common

In the mid 1960's,
isystems.

organization

deemed

for domestic

considered a must

ingredient

Ford considers

all management

(Emmelhainz,

52-54).

The collaboration

proper management

in the move toward

by EDI.

approximately
EDI is

as well

selection,

and production

as with

since

operations

of the automakers

the importance

of information

This

Today,

EDI in vendor

controls

EDI displays

One of EDI's benefits

and the advantages

that EDI

reduced paperwork.
creates storage
raises questions

Paper

problems

not only

EDI:

but also

of data

alterations,

accuracy

timeliness.

Paper

oftentimes,

ISSU~S

is the

a waste.
7

and

is costly
Instead

to link

placed upon the

'holds for the users.

PAPER

EDI

transactions

their system

together through

initiated

(AIAG) was formed

among the big three automakers,
and conduct

and eliminated

automakers.

with automakers

suppliers, to communicate
electronically.

Group

and competitiveness.

are linked

at the port.

45-46).

automakers

Action

EDI a critical

increased productivity
3000 suppliers

u.s.

Industry

competitiveness

processing

(Emmelhainz,

the three

The Automotive

to improve

document

handling

and,
of

Copyright© by EDI, spread the word!

sending separate

papers that can be lost or misplaced,

same information

to separate

departments,

EDI allows information

to be sent at one time to various departments
format that can be stored and recalled
.account for 33% of the 2.5 trillion
businesses generate
used for expense

each year.

accounts,

with the

in an electronic

on demand.

However,

forms

pages that American

Paper forms are still greatly

contract

terms, purchase

orders,

etc

(Symonds, 88).
Paper accounts

for many disadvantages.

much room and costs too much to process.
difficult for scanners

to comprehend

writing into a code that a computer
paper to computer

repeatedly

Handwriting

and cannot readily translate
can discern.

Rekeying

process by travelling

EDI offers reduced costs by eliminating

repeated paper processing

costs, accessibility

because of the data entry into the computer,
by the simUltaneous

is

from

opens the door to entry errors.

Paper also slows down any business
desk to desk.

Paper takes up too

transmission

from

the

and readability
and increased

of the information

speed

into the EDI

loop.
Two years ago, Connecticut
of policyholders

in a football

Mutual Life Insurance
field-sized

policy change could take weeks to complete,
to find, retrieve

and alter the policy.

sit at IBM personal
correspondence
changes.

computers

A simple

given the time taken

Today, representatives

and call up forms and

to answer most questions

Response

warehouse.

had files

and perform most routine

time to queries plunged from five days to just
8

few hours because

of the

of paper

files to

access.

Although

ewer people

are involved

ustomer service,
35% (Symonds,
Despite

See Your profits.~~~~~
Grow
~
20%

in

productivity

is

with
EDI, spread the word!

88).

the numerous
businesses

benefits

of eliminating

are still very reluctant

Not only does the conversion
actual method

of communication,

for companies

in industry

Hal McDonald

Develop
effects

proposes

Strategic

to EDI involve
it involves

a cultural

for "Paperholics

for revenue

and personnel.

a change

In the EDI Green

program

Plans by planning

on inventory

to give up paper

to undertake.

a 12-step

the paper

Organize

increases

the EDI

in terms of time and the scope of the project.
clear plan,

EDI implementation,

seen as a positive
:2.

Identify

And Document

move for a company.

Costs And Benefits.

justify the costs of EDI, carefully
~enefits.
~nd will

Estimates

lend the concreteness

[crucial to the success
internal

and therefore

of numbers

the costs

and

to the project.

Commitment,

of the project.

politics,

insures

estimate

In order to

will help to ease the fears of a new project

j 3. Obtain High Level Management

~inimizes

or any other plan,

Management

since everything

funding.

9

because

it is

support

is out in the open,

Prioritize

Transactions

and Establish

Timetables

based on

business requirements.
5.

Inform And Educate

Personnel

change later may traumatize
Getting employees

and frighten the workforce

involved

Obtain A Thorough

Of The Standards

and discussing

customers and colleagues.

the standards

This interaction

confidence and ease during the transition
7.

Select Platform

And Software

will serve in the company.
hardware and software
software internally

Internally,

or to purchase

documents, and designate

with

period.
what needs EDI

decide what kind of

and whether to develop the
or lease a program.

the processing

systems, define terms, exchange

by getting

will promote

by determining

to purchase,

Externally, investigate

from EDI.

of EDI in the company.

Understanding

involved on committees

A radical

as soon as possible will excite and

show, early on, the benefits
6.

as soon as possible.

capabilities

of partners'

and review sample transaction

a contact at each location

in case of

errors or problems.
8.

Select Third Party Network to prevent the myriad of

technical problems
Party Networks,
activities.

that in-house operations

as discussed

Determine

encounter.

Third

later, take over many EDI

how costs will be allocated

among

partners.
9.

Determine

Operating

Environment

security issues and establishing
Third-party

Networks

by identifying

and resolving

error recovery techniques.

aid in addressing
10

and minimizing

such

o.

Implement

A Pilot EDI Project with the highest

ransaction.

A test program with a limited number of experienced

artners would allow for evaluation
implementation
11.

Migrate

would completely

and problem resolution

handle the increased

volume.

Plan Seminars

by adding partners

with the company's

First priority

'transactions that are essential

capability

for the business ' survival.
To Introduce

BPI Implementation

to introduce and guide these partners

the new activities

due to EDI.
consider

those who do participate

To encourage

partners

giving a "preferred

Your

through

to join in

supplier"

to

(McDonald, 16-17).

~hese steps guide companies
successfully.

to

should go to those

For Customers And Suppliers

he EDI integration,

before

go into effect.

To Full EDI Implementation

gradually, at a rate consistent

12.

priority

through the implementation

slowly and

Each step of the way, less paper is used.

BARCODIBG
Barcoding

is considered

effective method
origin.

of capturing

Barcoding

45).

can increase

tracking,

When utilized

accuracy

Benefits

shipping

and receiving

in conjunction

up-to-date

status to internal

include improved accuracy,
11

(Sadhwani

with EDI, barcoding

and aid in transmitting

information about inventory
alike.

data in real time at the point of

most often is used with product movement

:activities, inventory
and Tyson,

one of the most popular and cost

and external

reduced costs,

users

improved

timeliness,

control.

However,

decreased

paperwork

and greater

to be fully utilized,

barcoding,

must be seen as a tool for job effectiveness
eliminator.
inventory

Employees

methods

must realize

will be replaced

thought-provoking,

value-added

inventory
like EDI,

and not as a job

that the former
by barcoding,

job of manual

leaving

work for the employees

more

to

complete.
When

inventory

controls

on inventory

and slow moving
the barcoded
the symbol
dependent
quality

inventory

items cannot

is flawed

labels

information.

of the components

the process.

reviewed.

The drastic

all data captured
would

need

is

of the labels

automatically

is

fading or temperature
46).
with EDI are

and accuracy

Automation

calls

of
of
for a

to assess their value to

EDI and barcoding

increase

high

from the elimination

reporting

efforts

procedures

in productivity

allows

12

key-punch

the

to be

proposes

that if

were to be manually-entered,

25-30 full-time

of

the data collection

quality

barcoding.

and information

The accuracy

if

efforts

of the process,

Integrating

data collection

company

through

areas

except

and Tyson,

barcoding

profits

problem

of the symbol,

ink spread,

and improved

Productivity

activities

Because

The quality

(Sadhwani

puts

by manual methods,

and condition

to integrate

productivity,

wasteful

be matched

when dirt, grease,

The reasons

and identifies

in some way.

the label

at hand, barcoding

items to be reduced.

are essential.

begin to affect

improved

management,

on the accuracy

threatened

review

is the business

operators.

a
For

quality and accuracy
for a real-time
inventory

environment

transactions,

and improving
48).

issues,

service

can expect

inventory

and personnel

activities,

leading

When trading

and counteract

third

EDI and assist
communication
equipment.

party

skills,
Third

As a mailbox
and stores

messages

to reach

is narrowed

service.

through

EDI directly,

can
For this

and facility

of

including

and obtaining

the necessary

can take the form of a mailbox

(VAN) (Emmelhainz,

108).

the third party network

or information

receives,

and can be accessed

The advantage
offered.

to access

each

For a

that EDI offers.

offer the benefits

expertise

is the simplicity
one number

non-value-added

some EDI activities,

a day.

46,

decrease

these requirements

the benefits

service

a week and 24 hours
mailboxes

partners,

network

and Tyson,

and means of translating.

party networks

or of a value-added

cycles

PARTY NETWORKS

networks

in easing

customer

communicate

company with many trading

reason,

data accuracy,

to increased

must have the same standards

overwhelm

(Sadhwani

costs and eliminate

partners

and delivery

in both EDI and barcoding,

to increase

THIRD

information

for monitoring

production

greatly

the strengths

companies

and EDI offer

and are essential

shortening

customer

By combining

barcoding

seven days

of the electronic

Since a company

only needs

all data, the compatibility

down to only one set of hardware

Also, since only one call is made to receive

13

sorts

issue

and specifications.
and transmit

messages,

the call is local, no matter

located.

This type of third party network

in- and out-bound
company

needs

transactions,

it.

with a direct

service

link, companies

third party network

allows

information

(Emmelhainz,

Value-added

networks

electronic

mailbox,

features.

Some companies

other companies

users to transmit

that either

The. VAN can take information

translate

The translation

may turn
result

software

changes

develop

transmitted

service

a

in one

companies

from adding

every time an EDI partner
standards.

companies

By having

However,

that may not be easily
in development

and

is added
the VAN

save money by not having

or buy new software.

in a lack of innovation

to

the convenience
broken

and may

of software

and use

who cannot

receive

systems.

VANs also offer EDIservices
or transmit

for

from the translation

prevents

translation

into a dependency

of information

format

with several

it into a format that the receiver

information,

constantly

benefit

as the

some additional

correspond

VAN offers.

or a partner

into or

(VANs) serve the same functions

or that have a very unique

translation

information

109-111).

information

altering

Using a

from the rest of the company's

transmitting

understands.

of

will be able to

the computer.

as well as providing

format and translate

activity

are

also acts as a buffer.

through

separate

partners

an audit trail when the

fear that partners

information

from a mailbox,

records

providing

The mailbox

access unauthorized

receive

where various

communication

to companies

electronically.

14

The sender

sends a

message

via EDI in the regular

messages

out.

The printed

receiver

by fax or mail.

those companies
capability

112).

and low-tech

facilities

and savings
long run

This service

to achieve

aids

to have EDI

and investment
firms with both high-tech

uniform

communication

for low-volume

users.

Any

call for EDI use, since the cumulative
environment

services

access to valuable
to prevent

A customer

will dial out to trading
information.

These

requires,

This service

benefits

save costs in the

partners

and offers

measure

is the encryption

only the intended

parties

into

will dial out to the VAN, and the VAN
to send and retrieve

can be scheduled

convenience,

and retrieving

changes

VANs offer

access by unauthorized

dial-outs

sending

Encryption

information.

of

as often

as the

from once a day to once every 30 minutes.

offers

one call necessary,

message.

to the

service

is an issue for EDI users who are afraid

gaining

EDI systems.

receiver

the

(Gage, 21,22).

outsiders

customer

by customers

allows

of an all-electronic

Security

dial-out

are then forwarded

the conversion

and is best suited

use would

and the VAN prints

This paper conversion

making

(Emmelhainz,

regular

messages

that are required

without

capabilities,

fashion

instead

security

of the simplicity
because

of the customer.

and authentication

the message
receiver

the original

because

can decode.

message

When the receiver

of the sender

of the VAN
Another

security

of information.
into a code that

Authentication

sends the

as well as a coded version

gets both documents

15

of the

of the

the coded message

· !
I

can be translated
authenticity
the data

and compared

of the document.

(Emmelhainz,

Lastly
customers

installation

who are trying

experience

is widely

to install

an interview

quoted the Operational

technologically

capable

During

business towards

with Mark Hoppe,
Analyst,

Development

of working

without

towards

For

of

Director

EDI will disappear.
and changes

at KMart

that aren't

the attitude

in the 90's cannot

they're
of

be conducted
Mr. Hoppe

and

that EDI

environment.

was sent a Uletter bomb",

to EDI by an important

Project

Ms. Vernon

(EDI) because

I discovered

me of the benefits

brings to the business

Nutrasweet,

113).

into the operations

feels bad for the people

EDI; business

informed

Nutrasweet

EDI Business

my interview

without it, businesses
Ms. Vernon

(Emmelhainz,

THE NUTRASWEET COMPANY

and Business

that he "really

historyu.

into the system.

when partners

integrated

at Nutrasweet

and Marie Vernon,

as saying

for

EDI.

CASE STUDY -

Manager,

of

and many others, the use of third party networks

using

During

the secrecy

and train new partners,

or have questions

used and successfully

businesses

the

services

linked

and act as a hotline

difficulties

these features

ensure

and training

to get partners

by helping

provide documentation

Both methods

to ensure

113).

VANs offer

VANs can assist

to the original

customer.

are implementing

or was asked to convert

Many companies,

EDI for better
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including

accuracy,

speed,

time

These integrated

purchase

hours per month,

and have cut order-processing

The enhanced
improvements
EDI.

customer

service

and vendors

open relationships

customer

in making

customer

service

sales force.

review incoming

relationships

EDI investment

is enhanced

Before

what orders

came in.

pay-off.

quantity.

The reports

the

In addition,

attention

receive

and assess

the customers'

loop".

detailed

from the
and
service

by EDI

To

reports

allow them to compare

ordered to the expected

permit

price

of
the

and

the sales force to properly

analyze

needs and allow them to approach

in an optimal

they

when or what the final order is,

These reports

and quantity

service

and by aiding

"out of the immediate

sales representatives

personalized

because

Now orders are received

compensate,

serve customers

benefit

by the additional

without the sales force knowing
force

to

and maintain

then send the order to customer

for the order to be entered.

actual price

to the

EDI, the sales force would receive

orders,

leaving the sales

implement

to their requests,

their

in half.

must trust each other and establish

customer

responding

forty man-

formed by linking

in order to consider,

EDI communications.

time

can be attributed

as well as the relationship

Customers

see vendors

orders have saved Nutrasweet

fashion.

The additional

aids in strengthening

and

and

the relationship

that

EDI fosters.
Nutrasweet
Making

currently

reviews

orders before

full use of EDI would mean sending

trusting

its accuracy

by not checking.
18

sending

them out.

out the order and

The most efficient

use of

EDI is called

Vendor

vendor

determines

proper

point

Managed

reorder

the necessary

for the utmost
and price terms

consumer

purchases

it.

least amount

quantities,
keeping

The customer

Nutrasweet

until

level, vendors
attempting

a

keep a

to keep the

This is accomplished
frequently

by

in small

the Just In Time philosophy,

because

of the shared

communication

is built

interactions

with customers

while

that is required

performance

benefit

of close relationships

would not require

with EDI.

not demands.

and increased
is the unifying

Ms. Vernon

does not wish to turn business

away.
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Now

profits.

The

goal of satisfying
that

to use EDI, because
However,

The

activities,

and Mr. Hoppe stated

customers

has

use of EDI, but because

include more value-added

to improved

consumer.

with customers

on trust and sharing,

leading

Nutrasweet

In a true vendor

has found its relationship

relationship

the ultimate

point

fully stocked.

not solely

of the increased

The reorder

calls

does not pay for the

At either

possible.

send

it and pays the

level of transactions

in the warehouse,

towards

Vendors

owns the merchandise

stock and replenishing

moving

shelves

changed,

the vendor

of inventory

safety

accepts

at together.

until it is sold.

eye on inventory

reducing

This close

are arrived

With the

is needed.

trust and open communication.

arrangement,

merchandise
close

when more product

asked.

the

can track what items are being

order and the customer

bill, no questions

As the name states,

point and order quantity.

of sale data, vendors

sold and can determine

management

Inventory.

Nutrasweet

it
may

assess

a handling

charge when dealing

require

manual

order entry

towards

EDI transactions.

gain EDI capability

instead

with those customers

of EDI, exhibiting

In truth,

those companies

may not survive.

preference

to work with EDI-capable

those

companies

need to decide to convert

Employees
favorable

at Nutrasweet

one.

The customer

and translated
value-added

incoming

services

that order-entry
representatives
with

the reports

orders

customer
their

The opportunity
the progress

invaluable

implemented.
work habits
anyone

being

or disappear.

themselves

to EDI as a
rekeyed
on more

more productive

now

At first, sales

fearful

of the loss of control.

sales reps can analyze
the structure

and feel that the information

and

aids them in

(Hoppe, 2/11/94).
to interview

a company

of EDI in a dynamic

and corporate

EDI changed
of customer

involved

exercise

and customers,

can concentrate

They appreciate

to this research.

of the benefits

orders

that EDI generates,

information

vendors

reps who formerly

has been automated.

sales efforts

assess

service

and consider

and quantities.

that do not

have seen the conversion

purchase

admitted

its bias

As more companies

their

that

Nutrasweet
changes

in any component

industry

environment

was

stands out as an example

that EDI brings when

vendor/customer

service

with EDI and to

relationships

and the

reps and sales reps, as well as
of the supply chain.
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l

EXAMPLES
Hallmark,
model

headquartered

of the benefits

company.

In her article

Pasadena,

California,

Hallmark
orders

store,

filled

in Kansas

into the everyday

reporting

Robbins,

a reduction

of orders

a hand-held

order entry terminal

transmitted
collect

of products

Hallmark.

of products

This procedure

risk of order
headquarters

errors
prints

the distribution
distributed.

purchase

staffing
(Davis,

Through

the use of

an employee

information

scans

is

had to

time and assumed

forms, which are sent to
is filled and

fearful

inventory

in the store,

of computers

like display

was offset

34-35).
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The

activities

and remove

The initial

by the savings

management

and the

it is wonderful.

and ordering

and train personnel.

and inventory

the

Now, upon receipt,

at first but now thinks

for the terminal

and the

sold, sum them up and mail them to

admits being

items properly

EDI are getting

EDI, retailers

out the card-order

allows her to do more

efficient

with a modem,

took up precious

in time to perform

expenditure

lost in the mail.

center where the order

EDI implementation

seasonal

in stock-outs,

and lost orders.

Robbins

on a store in

for adopting

Before

of a

of the Pasadena

and the inventory

to headquarters.

tickets

decrease

being

a

in the interactions

manager

says the incentives

elimination

the barcodes

operations

the changes

presents

in daily activities

Leila Davis focuses

Marian

faster,

City, Missouri,

and the transformations

when EDI is implemented

and relationships.

OF EDI SUCCESS

within

$900

in

a year of its

EDI transmission
headquarters,
searching
vendor

does not only connect

but also headquarters

for suppliers,

selection.

Incorporated
business

Graphic-art

implemented

the requested
customers

Value Added

transmissions

during

incompatibilities
Lawrence

Power

no technical

and Lawrence
Network

Elec-Tel

staff,

Hallmark's

orders

Inc. to deliver

turnaround

Photo-Graphic

on

use General

to avoid the problems

of slower

hours and of system
transmissions.

of order errors

supply Company,

to the

to convert

to EDI.

it agreed to comply
happy,

making

support

for under

for Elec-Tel

operations.
$1000.

and Georgia

information,

Although

Georgia

relations

has

the prime
that

EDI

the software

has already

and

paid off

of the ease in receiving

and requests
22

Elec-Tel

to install

Grace provided

This investment

bid awards

customer,

Power suggested

Resources

Power because

of

in order to keep the

customer

work with Grace Computer
disrupting

a distributor

lines, was asked by its largest

for the decision.

without

order

Receiving

Photo-Graphic

peak business

Company,

customer

consideration
Elec-Tel

Lawrence

the reduction

for utility

important

Photo-Graphic

in EDI.

Atlanta-based
hardware

it.

that may occur with direct

attributes

investment

a factor in

EDI in order to gain Hallmark's

must wait for a one-day

Both Hallmark

Electric's

In fact, when

made EDI ability
Lawrence

to

order by 1:30 p.m. of the same day, while non-EDI

of Lawrence

orders.

to suppliers.

supplier

and has never regretted

by EDI at 10 a.m. allows

Georgia

Hallmark

retailers

for quotes,

all

transmitted

via EDI.

cut the time allowed

The ease and speed of the transaction
for responses

In 1990, San Francisco-based
jeans and other
customers,

apparel,

concerned

customers

and integrating
and accounts
EDI.

which

supplies

recommended

Carnival

price

and serviceability

speed

and accuracy.

inventory
forecast

status.
future

not require

as a component
says,

(Davis,
industry

36).

to capture

invest

today--EDI

in the U.S.,

and for its order

Carnival

sales information

includes

inventory.

two

and update

can be manipulated
Although

to

Levi does

EDI capability

Ralph Briskin

at Levi

you won't have oneil

shows the dominant

23

Levi

of its reasonable

relations.

or die.

to Levi,

because

in your future,

This statement

to

for a

they turned

to use EDI, it does consider

in good business

billing

goal of connecting

at Clothing

sales and control

"If you don't

orders,

was looking

This data in the system

retailers

terminal

of their merchandise.

package,

The system

terminals

into purchase

anywhere

of

bar-code

at a point-of-sale

store operations,

EDI Retail

manufacturer

EDI to its smaller

suggests

in Georgia

about 50 percent

(Davis, 35-36).

EDI will cause these

with the eventual

to support

AT&T's

point-of-sale

starting

this information

receivable,

system

to introduce

Levi Strauss

systems,

When Clothing

computer

Levi Strauss,

that not having

to disappear.

inventory-control

wanted

from 8 to 4 days

have

belief

in

CONCLUSION
EDI as a tool to aid business

transactions

areas that touch every day activities:
vendor/supplier
inventory

relationships,

management.

the importance

placed

on the uniform

that the world will someday
this standard
suppliers

and customers

activities.
developed

forward.

transactions

into useful

Implementation
network

is helping

companies

improvements

gained

the customer

wins,

to the requests
EDI provides

The hope

and corporate

between

of transaction

cultures.

through

and has

Paper

EDI software.

and logistics

companies

customers

a competitive

24

barcoding.

win.

All

and when

By listening

and responding

advantage.

EDI

systems.

the final customers,

the contributing

and

with a third party

in-house

inventory

by EDI benefit

of important

created

propels

and data has been captured

as developing

manage

companies

electronically

the function

information,

and

communications.

is as easy as connecting

or as involved

procedures

new ways of doing business

have been reduced

transformed

paper usage,

emphasizes

communicate

enhance

into many

of EDI standards

The relationships

EDI has created
new positions

personnel,

order-processing

The formation

enters

to them,
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